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Why Computer Ethics?

○ Use of computers is prevalent
- Widespread social and 

personal consequences
○ Little reflection
○ Technology is not value free
○ New ethical dilemmas
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Ethics

○ Ethical Systems already exist
- Virtue Ethics

- Natural Law -> Aquinas/Aristotle
- Consequentialism

- Utility -> Bentham/Mill
- Deontology

- Categorical Imperative -> Kant
- Discourse

- Universal Agreement -> Habermas
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Virtue Ethics

○ Action is justified based on the 
“telos”/end goal
- Has general principles

- Promote human flourishing
- Do good and avoid evil
- Strive for mean

- Concerned with the particular actions of a 
specific individual
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Virtue Ethics

○ May disagree on what promotes 
flourishing

○ Concerned with specific actions of the 
individual
- Need more general rule to apply to policy 

vacuum
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Utility

○ Choose action that promotes the 
greatest good
- Rule and Act based
- Do the action that produces the 

greatest utility for all
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Utility

○ May disagree on what promotes utility
○ Individual may suffer unjustly for the 

group
○ Focus on calculations

- Loss of “the face of the other” 
- Levinas

○ Do not know the consequences ahead of 
time
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Deontology - Kant

○ Duty based
- Universal reason tells me what I 

ought to do
- Categorical Imperative

- Act as universal maxim
- Humans are never means, always 

ends
- Live in kingdom of ends
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Deontology - Kant

○ May reason to different conclusions
○ Individual should abstracted away

- Not easy to do in practice
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Discourse - Habermas

○ U Principle
- Each party has a voice
- Consider consequences of 

actions
- Do what all rational parties 

agree upon
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Discourse - Habermas

○ Policy cannot wait for everyone to agree
○ Rational parties may never agree on 

certain issues
○ Focus on justice
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Problems

○ Too many competing theories
○ Tech moves too quick for rigid rules
○ Different groups have different values
○ Need policy that applies generally
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(Potential) Solution

○ Dialogical Ethics of Respect Framework
- Dialogical
- Employes virtue ethics and 

consequentialism for moral weighting
- Uses deontological understanding of 

justice, concern for others, and moral 
autonomy
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Dialogical Ethics of Respect

○ Need to consider direct and indirect 
consequences of actions

○ Research the main stakeholders
○ Need to consider parties that may not be 

able to argue for themselves
- What do they value
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Dialogue

○ Cyberpractices are complex
○ Different groups bring different 

perspectives
○ Satisfaction in discourse
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNqFpTnsaNI


Dialogical Ethics of Respect

○ Requires a weighting of moral values
- Use virtue, consequentialist, and 

deontological ethics as pre-filters
- Ensure justice and human dignity

○ Rational discourse
○ Consider common public good
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Moral Weighting

○ Assign moral weights
○ Need to argue and provide evidence

- Start with widely accepted premise
- Use evidence to build arguments
- Infer a conclusion
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Virtue Ethics

○ Need to consider what promotes human 
flourishing

○ Plays a key role when debating moral 
weights

○ Balance between goods
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Utility

○ Focus on the common good
○ Don’t judge before 

calculating/considering the 
consequences
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Deontology - Kant

○ Respect for individual moral autonomy
- Equal co-participants
- People are not means

○ People can be persuaded by reason
- Intersubjectively valid arguments

○ Consider the good of others - relational
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Moral Weighting
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Basic Human Needs Food, Water, Shelter

Human Rights Life, Private Property

Common Good Law, Security

Personal Interests Hobbies, Entertainment

Profit Making Increase in Resources



Smart Speakers
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpd2KAgVmag
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Ethical Dilemmas

○ Privacy if the microphone is always 
listening?

○ Should the government have access to 
data to help solve crimes?

○ How should devices respond to 
controversial questions?
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Controversial Questions

○ How is the president doing?
○ Should abortion be legal?
○ Does slavery still exist in America?
○ Is abortion murder?
○ Who is God?
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Controversial Religious 
Questions

○ Who is Jesus Christ?
○ Does God exist?
○ How was the world created?
○ What is sin?
○ Is there life after death?
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What response should AI take for 
controversial religious questions?

○ Respond according to particular religious 
doctrine

○ Respond with what AI determines is 
correct

○ Limited response of facts
○ No response
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Stakeholders

○ Tech Companies
○ Religious groups
○ FCC
○ Scientific community
○ Public Good

- Consumers
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Tech Companies
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Religious Groups
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Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC)
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Scientific Community
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Consumers
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Stakeholders
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Tech Companies Profit

Religious groups Promote own doctrine

FCC No offensive responses

Scientific community Experimental research

Consumers Product that answers/works



Religion In America
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Respond with Particular Doctrine
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Tech Companies ✔ /✘

Religious groups ✔

FCC ✘

Scientific community ✘

Consumers ✔ /✘
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JN3z2kHlowk&t=38
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0p3G3GKyrQ
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Respond with Particular Doctrine

○ Stakeholders include people of different 
faith backgrounds
- Each religion has different truth claims 

that can be contradictory to other groups
○ Cannot have competing answers to same 

question
- Cannot favor one group over the others
- Defeats purpose of the product
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YF7mkyd-Wm4
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5vJ0rxJRpY
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Decline to Answer
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Tech Companies ✘

Religious groups ✘

FCC ✔

Scientific community ✘

Consumers ✘
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HTMwdItBKc&t=68


Let AI Answer
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Tech Companies ✔

Religious groups ✘

FCC ✘

Scientific community ✔

Consumers ✔
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xM_oliaxaFs
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Retrieve facts
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Tech Companies ✔

Religious groups ✘

FCC ✔

Scientific community ✘

Consumers ✔/✘
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CowEZvsr944


Questions/Discussion
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